We report new 
e+e annihilation data taken at an energy below the threshold of BB production (referred to as the continuum data sample). The continuum data are only used to estimate and subtract any contribution to the resonance data from e + e~production. The data sample contains approximately 480 000 B-meson decays. The CLEO detector and the recent modifications to its central tracking system are described in detail elsewhere. "" The detector feature most important to this analysis is the charged-particle tracking system which measures both momentum and specific ionization energy loss (dE/dx) used for particle identification. The overall momentum resolution of the central tracking system is (5p/p) =(0.23%p) +(0.7%), where p is in GeV/c.
The dE/dx is measured in the main tracking chamber to an accuracy of 6.5%, and provides K/~separation for momenta up to 700 MeV/c.
All events under consideration in this analysis pass our hadronic event-selection criteria. ' BrieAy, for this analysis there are four primary requirements. (i) The ratio of the number of bad track candidates (those with no z fit or high residuals and those which do not point to the interaction region) to the number of good tracks is required to be less than 1.15.
(ii) A minimum value for visible energy (charged tracks plus energy deposits in the calorimeter not matched to charged tracks) of 30% of the center-of-mass energy is demanded.
(iii) The total energy deposited in the electromagnetic calorimeter is required to be between 0.5 and 7.0 GeV. CreV/c and 1.9 &M~&2.0 GeV/c . performed, after scaling the continuum data by a factor of 2.09, which is the ratio of luminosity divided by energy squared for data taken at the Y(4S) to that of the continuum. The missing-mass-squared spectra generated from the D yields in the Kvr(rr) mass spectra are shown in Fig.   4 . In Tables II and III , the total number of observed DI candidate events on the Y(4S) are listed together with the number of these having a missing mass squared between -1.0 and 3.0 GeV /c (the "signal" region).
We now consider contributions to the M spectra from background sources; these include fake leptons and Dl combinations from different B's.
The contribution to the missing-mass spectrum from events with fake leptons is calculated using the mass distribution of D candidates in each missing-mass-squared interval. For each event with a D candidate we require that there is also a track in the lepton fiducial volume with momentum greater than 1.4 GeV/c, and that the track not be identified as a lepton. Each combination (D plus track) is weighted by the probability that the track will be misidentified as a lepton. This fake probability varies with track momentum and is determined from our data taken on the lepton-poor Y(1S) resonance and a sample of identified hadrons in the Y(4S) data. 6 The resulting fake contributions are also listed in Table II Table IV . 
V. RESULTS AND CONCLUSIONS
As noted above, from our simultaneous fit to the D l and D+l spectra we extract the ratio of vector-topseudoscalar decay widths in semileptonic 8 decay. We sL (D) I" (B~Dl v) (10"sec ') I (B~D l v)
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